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Figure 1. Comparisons with state-of-the-art face restoration methods on some degraded real-world images. The restored results of our
RestoreFormer contain more texture details and complete structures which make our results more natural and authentic.

Abstract

Blind face restoration is to recover a high-quality face
image from unknown degradations. As face image contains
abundant contextual information, we propose a method,
RestoreFormer, which explores fully-spatial attentions to
model contextual information and surpasses existing works
that use local operators. RestoreFormer has several ben-
efits compared to prior arts. First, unlike the conven-
tional multi-head self-attention in previous Vision Trans-
formers (ViTs), RestoreFormer incorporates a multi-head
cross-attention layer to learn fully-spatial interactions be-
tween corrupted queries and high-quality key-value pairs.
Second, the key-value pairs in ResotreFormer are sam-
pled from a reconstruction-oriented high-quality dictionary,
whose elements are rich in high-quality facial features
specifically aimed for face reconstruction, leading to su-

*This work is supported by the General Research Fund of HK
No.27208720 and 17212120.

perior restoration results. Third, RestoreFormer outper-
forms advanced state-of-the-art methods on one synthetic
dataset and three real-world datasets, as well as produces
images with better visual quality. Code is available at
https://github.com/wzhouxiff/RestoreFormer.git.

1. Introduction
Blind face restoration aims at restoring a high-quality

face from a degraded one that has suffered from com-
plex and diverse degradations, such as down-sampling, blur,
noise, compression artifact, etc. Since the degradations are
unknown in the real world, restoration is a challenging task.

Although there are some works [3, 18, 39] tending to re-
store high-quality face only based on the information in the
degraded one, most of the existing works have demonstrated
that priors play a critical role in blind face restoration.
These priors include geometric priors [5,7,21,32,41,42,46],
references [10, 24, 26, 27], and generative priors [14, 29, 35,
37]. Geometric priors can be landmarks [7, 21], facial pars-
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ing maps [5, 32], or facial component heatmaps [41]. They
are considered to be helpful to reconstruct the facial struc-
ture. However, since most of them are estimated from the
corrupted faces, their performance is restricted by the qual-
ity of the corrupted inputs. Reference priors are from high-
quality exemplars [10,26,27] or facial component dictionar-
ies [24]. Whereas, the high-resolution exemplars with the
same identity of the degraded image are not always acces-
sible and the existing dictionaries-based methods only con-
sider facial components, e.g. eyes, mouth, and nose. Gener-
ative priors encapsulated in a well-trained high-quality face
generator are also adopted in blind face restoration. By ex-
ploring an appropriate latent vector from the latent space
of a generator [14, 29] or straightly projecting the degraded
face into the latent space [35, 37], their generators are pos-
sible to generate a high-quality face with realness.

In these prior-based works, there are two sources of in-
formation: the degraded face with identity information and
the priors with high-quality facial details. For restoring
faces with realness and fidelity, it is important to fuse these
two kinds of information. Most of the existing arts simply
combine them by concatenation [10,26,27]. Also, there ex-
ist works [5,24,37] proposing to fuse these two kinds of in-
formation by Spatial Feature Transformer (SFT) [38].How-
ever, SFT fuses the information pixel-wisely which neglects
the abundant facial context and ends up with sub-optimal
restored results. Therefore, we propose a RestoreFormer,
which aims for exploring fully-spatial attentions to glob-
ally model contextual information and finally transforms
the feature from the degraded face into another one close
to the ground-truth face feature according to its correspond-
ing high-quality facial priors. Different from existing ViTs
works [4, 6, 11, 47] that tend to implement fully-spatial at-
tentions with multi-head self-attention, our RestoreFormer
proposes a multi-head cross-attention layer. Specifically, it
takes the features of a corrupted face as queries while their
key-value pairs are from high-quality facial priors. By glob-
ally and spatially incorporating the corrupted facial features
with their corresponding high-quality priors, the proposed
method can simultaneously restore a face with realness and
fidelity.

Besides, the high-quality dictionary (denoted as HQ Dic-
tionary) proposed in this paper is a reconstruction-oriented
one. It is learned from plenty of undegraded faces by a high-
quality face generation network motivated by the idea of
vector quantization [30]. Therefore, it is rich in high-quality
facial details that are learned for face restoration. Compared
to the previous Component Dictionaries proposed by Li et
al. [24], whose elements are features of face components
generated from amounts of high-quality faces with an off-
line approach, our HQ Dictionary has two advantages: (1)
HQ Dictionary owns rich and diverse details specifically
aimed for high-quality face reconstruction, while the pri-
ors generated with an off-line recognition-oriented model,
such as VGG [33], may not have such abilities. (2) HQ

Dictionary involves all the areas of a face while the Com-
ponent Dictionaries [24] only provide priors for eyes, nose,
and mouth which restrict the ability for face restoration.

In conclusion, our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a RestoreFormer to learn fully-spatial in-
teractions between corrupted queries and high-quality
key-value pairs which can attain a high-quality face
with realness and fidelity from a degraded face.

• We learn a new HQ Dictionary as priors in Restore-
Former. Its reconstruction-oriented property plays a
critical role in face restoration.

• Extensive experiments show that our RestoreFormer
outperforms advanced state-of-the-art methods on both
synthetic and real-world datasets, as well as restores
faces with better visual quality.

2. Related Works
Blind Face Restoration Blind face restoration aims at

restoring high-quality faces from complex and unknown
degradations. Previous works have shown that additional
priors play a critical role in this task and they can be
coarsely categorized into three types: geometric priors [5,
7, 21, 25, 32, 41, 42, 46], references [10, 24, 26, 27], and gen-
erative priors [14, 29, 35, 37].

The methods based on geometric priors tend to progres-
sively restore faces with landmark heatmaps [7, 21] or fa-
cial component heatmaps [5, 32]. Since these geometric
priors are mainly generated from low-quality faces, the cor-
rupted face limits the performance of restoration. On the
other hand, reference-based works need the references to
be in the same identity with the degraded face, which is not
always accessible [10, 26, 27]. Although Li et al. [24] al-
leviate this constraint by collecting component dictionaries
consisting of high-quality facial component features as gen-
eral references, the facial details in these component dictio-
naries are limited since they are extracted with an off-line
recognition-oriented model and only focus on some facial
components. Besides, some works tend to exploit the gen-
erative priors encapsulated in a high-quality face genera-
tion model for blind face restoration. They implement it by
exploring a latent vector with an expensive target-specific
optimization [29] or projecting the degraded face into the
latent space directly [35, 37]. As they [29, 35] fail to con-
sider the identity information during training, their restored
lack fidelity. Although Wang et al. [37] combine their gen-
erative priors with the degraded face with a spatial feature
transformer layer, the locally combining method ignores the
rich facial context in the face image

Vision Transformer Transformer is a kind of deep neu-
ral network originally used in natural language process-
ing field [2, 9, 34]. Due to its competitive representation
ability, it begins to be applied to computer vision tasks,
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such as recognition [11], detection [4, 47], and segmenta-
tion [36]. The low-level vision tasks also get benefits from it
in [6,12,31,40,44,45]. Chen et al. [6] exploits the advantage
of the transformer on large scale pre-training to construct
a complex model covered several image processing tasks,
such as denoise, deraining, and super-resolution. Esser et
al. [12] apply the transformer to generate a high-resolution
image by predicting a sequence of codebook-indices of their
encoders, which makes full use of the strong representative
capacity of the transformer within an acceptable computa-
tional resource. In [45], Zhu et al. adopt the transformer to
obtain the global structure of the face which is helpful for
photo-sketch synthesis.

3. Methodology
This section introduces the proposed RestoreFormer

for restoring high-quality faces from unknown degrada-
tions with an HQ Dictionary consisting of reconstruction-
oriented high-quality priors. The whole pipeline is shown
in Figure 2 (c). An encoder Ed is first deployed to extract
representation Zd of the degraded face Id and its nearest
high-quality priors Zp are fetched from the HQ Dictionary
D. Then two consecutive transformers implemented with
multi-head cross-attention (denoted as MHCA) are utilized
to fuse the features of degraded images and priors. Finally
a decoder Dd is applied on the fused representation Z ′

f to
restore a high-quality face Îd. Details of each step will be
presented in Sec. 3.1.

To obtain the HQ Dictionary D, we incorporate the idea
of vector quantization [30] and propose a high-quality face
generation network to learn D from plenty of undegraded
faces. Compared to previous works [24] whose component
dictionaries are extracted with an off-line recognition model
VGG [33], the priors in D are reconstruction-oriented and
can provide rich facial details for the restoration of degraded
faces. The specific procedure of getting the reconstruction-
oriented HQ Dictionary will be introduced in Sec. 3.2.

3.1. RestoreFormer
Even though facial image contains abundant global con-

textual information, e.g. eyes and teeth, the existing arts [5,
24,37] only apply local operators for blind face restoration.
Recently, ViT (Vision Transformer) [34] is proposed to con-
sider the contextual information in images. However, most
of the ViT-based methods [4, 6, 11, 47] only consider one
source of information, i.e. the degraded face in our task,
by multi-head self-attention (namely MHSA) and it can-
not be directly applied into face restoration which needs
to combine the information from degraded image and pri-
ors. Thus, we propose transformers with the multi-head
cross-attention mechanism (MHCA) to fully-spatially fuse
two sources of information to restore face with realness and
fidelity.In this subsection, we first explain the MHCA by
comparing it with MHSA and then give a detailed descrip-
tion of RestoreFormer built upon MHCA.
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Figure 2. Framework of RestoreFormer. (a) MHSA is a trans-
former with multi-head self-attention used in most of previous
ViTs [4, 6, 11, 47]. Its queries, keys, and values are from the de-
graded information Zd. (b) MHCA is a transformer with a multi-
head cross-attention used in the proposed RestoreFormer. It is de-
signed to spatially fuse both degraded information Zd and its cor-
responding high-quality priors Zp by taking Zd as queries while
Zp as key-value pairs. (c) is the whole pipeline of RestoreFormer.
An encoder Ed is first deployed to extract representation Zd of the
degraded face Id and its nearest high-quality priors Zp are fetched
from the HQ Dictionary D. Then two MHCAs are utilized to fuse
the degraded features Zd and priors Zp. Finally, a decoder Dd

is applied on the fused representation Z′
f to restore a high-quality

face Îd. The detailed structures of RestoreFormer are in the
supplemental materials.

MHSA. As Figure 2 (a) shown, MHSA used in most of the
previous ViTs [4,6,11,47] tends to globally attend contents
from Zd ∈ RH′×W ′×C (H ′,W ′ are spatial size of the fea-
ture map while C is the number of channels) which is ex-
tracted from the degraded input in our task. And the queries
Q, keys K, and values V can be represented as:

Q = ZdWq + bq , K = ZdWk + bk , V = ZdWv + bv,
(1)

where Wq/k/v ∈ RC×C and bq/k/v ∈ RC are learnable
parameters.

For getting more powerful representations, multi-head
attention [34] is adopted on Q, K, and V . First, Q, K, and
V are separated into Nh blocks along the channel dimen-
sion to obtain {Q1,Q2, . . . ,QNh

}, {K1,K2, . . . ,KNh
},

and {V1,V2, . . . ,VNh
}. For each block, it has Ch = C

Nh

channels. Their attention maps can be represented as:

Zi = softmax(
QiK

⊺
i√

Ch

)Vi, i = 1, 2, . . . , Nh (2)

and the final output of multi-head attention is the concate-
nation of Zi:

Zmh = concat
i=1,...,Nh

Zi. (3)

Similar to [34], Zmh is regarded as residual. Zmh and Zd

are added before sending the summation into a normaliza-
tion layer and a feed forward network sequentially as:

Za = FFN(LN(Zmh +Zd)), (4)
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where LN is the layer normalization, FFN is the feed-
forward network composed by two convolution layers, and
Za is the finally globally attended feature map.
MHCA. Different from MHSA, our MHCA aims for spa-
tially fusing the information from the degraded face and its
corresponding priors that can respectively provide identity
information and high-quality facial details for face restora-
tion. Therefore, as Figure 2 (b) shown, our MHCA takes
features Zd from the degraded face, as queries Q, while the
keys K and values V are from its high-quality facial priors
Zp ∈ RH′×W ′×C :

Q = ZdWq + bq , K = ZpWk + bk , V = ZpWv + bv,
(5)

Following multi-head attention in MHSA according to Eq. 2
and Eq. 3, Zmh in MHCA can be estimated similarly. To
generate features with more face details, Zmh is added by
Zp before LN and FNN to get the final fused features Zf :

Zf = MHCA(Zd,Zp) = FFN(LN(Zmh +Zp)). (6)

RestoreFormer. The whole pipeline of the proposed Re-
storeFormer based on MHCA is shown in Figure 2 (c).
First, a degraded image Id is sent into an image encoder
Ed, which is composed of 12 residual blocks and 5 av-
erage poolings, to extract representations Zd. Then we
fetch priors from a reconstruction-oriented HQ Dictionary
D = {dm}Mm=1(dm ∈ RC). D consists of M high-quality
facial priors and the learning of the HQ Dictionary will be
explained in Sec. 3.2. By finding the most similar priors of
feature vectors in Zd from D, we get the priors Zp:

Z(i,j)
p = argmin

dm∈D
∥Z(i,j)

d − dm∥22, (7)

where Z
(i,j)
p and Z

(i,j)
d indicate the feature vector on the

location (i, j) of Zq and Zd, respectively. || · ||2 is the L2-
norm.

Given Zp and Zd, two consecutive MHCAs are applied
and we can get a refined representation Z′

f as:

Z′
f = MHCA(Zd,MHCA(Zd,Zp)). (8)

Finally, Z′
f is fed into a decoder Dd with 12 residual

blocks and 5 nearest neighbour upsampling to recover the
high-quality image Îd ∈ RH×W×3.

Learning. To train RestoreFormer, our losses involve sev-
eral aspects, including pixel-level, component-level, and
image-level. Following are the detailed discussions.
Pixel-level losses. In pixel-level, we adopt two widely-used
losses for face restoration: L1 loss and perceptual loss [19,
23]. They are expressed as:

Ll1 = |Ih − Îd|1 ; Lper = ∥ϕ(Ih)− ϕ(Îd)∥22 (9)

where Ih is the ground truth high-quality image; ϕ is the
pretrained VGG-19 [33] and the feature maps are extracted
from {conv1, . . . , conv5}.

VGG

K-means

…

…

Component  Dictionaries HQ Dictionary 

…

Vector 
Quantization

DhEh

𝑍" 𝑍#

𝐼"

𝔻

(a) Component Dictionaries (b) HQ Dictionary
Figure 3. Comparison of Prior Dictionary. (a) Component Dic-
tionaries, proposed in DFDNet [24], are off-line generated by a
VGG network [33] and clustered with K-means. They only con-
sider eyes, nose, and mouth. (b) HQ Dictionary, proposed in this
paper, is learned by a high-quality face generation network incor-
porating the idea of vector quantization [30]. The high-quality pri-
ors in the HQ Dictionary are reconstruction-oriented and provide
more facial details for the restoration of degraded faces. Besides,
the priors in the HQ Dictionary involve all the facial regions.

Besides, for accurately matching high-quality priors
from the HQ Dictionary, we force the extracted features Zd

to approach their selected priors Zp. That is:

Lp = ∥Zp −Zd∥22. (10)

Component-level losses. Since eyes and mouth play an im-
portant role in the overview of a face, we also adopt a dis-
crimination loss and feature style loss on the facial areas of
eyes and mouth for further enhancing their restored qual-
ity. Following [37], we only focus on regions r ∈ {left eye,
right eye, mouth} and the loss functions are formulated as:

Ldisc =
∑
r

[logDr(Rr(Ih)) + log(1−Dr(Rr(Îd)))],

Lstyle =
∑
r

∥Gram(φ(Rr(Ih))−Gram(φ(Rr(Îd))∥22,

(11)
where Rr(·) is ROI align [15] and φ denotes the multi-
resolution features of discriminator Dr trained on region
r. Gram denotes the Gram matrix [13] that calculates the
feature correlations to measure the style difference.
Image-level losses. The proposed method aims for attaining
faces with high realness and fidelity. Therefore, in image-
level, we adopt an adversarial loss for improving the real-
ness of the restored face and an identity loss [37] for keep-
ing its fidelity as:

Ladv = [logD(Ih) + log(1−D(Îd))],

Lid = ∥η(Ih)− η(Îd)∥22,
(12)
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where D is the discriminator trained on the face image and
η denotes the identity feature extracted from a well-trained
face recognition ArcFace [8] model.

In the end, with all the loss functions proposed above,
the final loss to train RestoreFormer is:

LRF = Ll1 + λperLper + λpLp + λdiscLdisc

+ λstyleLstyle + λadvLadv + λidLid,
(13)

where λ... are the weighting factors for different losses.

3.2. HQ Dictionary

In this subsection, we introduce the generation of the
HQ Dictionary D = {dm}Mm=0, dm ∈ RC used in Restore-
Former.

As shown in Figure 3, different from [24] whose compo-
nent dictionaries are generated from an off-line recognition-
orientated feature extractor VGG [33], we aim for getting
a reconstruction-oriented high-quality dictionary that can
provide richer facial details for face restoration. Therefore,
we deploy a high-quality face generation network motivated
from vector quantization [30] to learn a high-quality dictio-
nary D from plenty of undegraded faces.

The framework of this face generation network is shown
in Figure 3 (b). First, an encoder Eh is used to extract the
representation Zh ∈ RH′×W ′×C from a high-quality unde-
graded image Ih ∈ RH×W×3. Then rather than decoding
Zh with a decoder Dh directly, we quantize feature vec-
tors of Zh by their nearest elements in D and finally get
Zp ∈ RH′×W ′×C :

Z(i,j)
p = argmin

dm∈D
∥Z(i,j)

h − dm∥22, (14)

where Z
(i,j)
p and Z

(i,j)
h are the feature vectors on the po-

sition (i, j) of Zp and Zh, respectively. Taking Zp as in-
put, the decoder Dh can reconstruct a high-quality face
Îh ∈ RH×W×3. Noted that the structures of Eh and Dh

are the same with that of Ed and Dd in Sec. 3.1.

Learning. The elements dm in D are randomly initialized
by a uniform distribution. For updating them to capture
high-quality facial information, we adopt a dictionary learn-
ing algorithm, Vector Quantization (VQ) [30], to move Zp

towards Zh as:

L′
d = ∥ sg[Zh]−Zp∥22 (15)

where sg[·] denotes the stop-gradient operation. Noted that
since Zp consists of the elements in D according to Eq. 14,
D is updated through Zp. To keep the encoder Eh and
dictionary D in the same learning space, a commitment
loss [30] is also adopted:

L′
c = ∥Zh − sg[Zp]∥22. (16)

As the above two losses make Zp close to Zh which
is extracted from high-quality undegraded image Ih, Zp

contains facial detail information which can benefit face
restoration. And we consider D = {dm}Mm=0, dm ∈ RC

as facial prior in RestoreFormer.
Besides the two losses for dictionary, an L1 loss, a per-

ceptual loss, and an adversarial loss are also applied to the
final reconstructed result Îh to make sure Zp has sufficient
information to restore high-quality image Ih:

L′
l1 = ∥Ih − Îh∥1 ; L′

per = ∥ϕ(Ih)− ϕ(Îh)∥22
L′

adv = [logD(Ih) + log(1−D(Îh))].
(17)

Noted that, since Eq. 14 is non-differentiable, the gradient
of Zh is simply copied from Zp [30].

The final loss is:

LDict = L′
l1 + λperL′

per + λadvL′
adv + λdL′

d + λcL′
c,

(18)
where λ′

... are the weighting factors.

4. Experiments and Analysis
4.1. Datasets

Training Datasets. The HQ Dictionary is trained on the
FFHQ [20] dataset. It contains 70000 high-quality images
and all are resized to 512 × 512. Since the proposed Re-
storeFormer needs degarded image and high-quality image
pairs for training, we synthesize degraded images on FFHQ
dataset by the degrading model proposed in [26, 27, 37]:

Id = {[(Ih ⊗ kσ) ↓r +nδ]JPEGq
} ↑r . (19)

Specifically, a high-quality image Ih is firstly blurred by
Gaussian blur kernel kσ whose sigma is σ. Then, it will
be bilinearly downsampled with a scale factor r and added
with white Gaussian noise nδ with sigma δ. Finally, a JPEG
compression with quality factor q will be adopted to gener-
ate the final degraded image.And it will be resized to the
same size of Ih by bilinear upsampling as the degraded in-
put Id of our network similar to existing arts [26, 27, 37].
In this paper, σ, r, δ, and q are randomly sampled from
{0.2 : 10}, {1 : 8}, {0 : 20}, and {60 : 100}, respectively.
Testing Datasets. We evaluate our method on a synthetic
dataset: CelebA-Test and three real-world datasets: LFW-
Test, CelebChild-Test, and WebPhoto-Test. CelebA-Test
consists of 3000 images and it is synthesized by applying
the degrading described above on the testing set of CelebA-
HQ images [28]. For LFW-Test, it consists of the first image
of each identity in the validation partition of the original
LFW [17] and there are 1711 images. Another two real-
world datasets are collected by Wang et al. [37] from the
Internet. Specifically, CelebChild-Test contains 180 child
faces of celebrities and WebPhoto-Test consists of 407 real
life faces.
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Methods FID↓ PSNR↑SSIM↑LPIPS↓ IDD↓

Input 132.69 24.96 0.6624 0.4989 0.9308

DFDNet [24] 52.92 24.10 0.6092 0.4478 0.7581
PSFRGAN [5] 43.88 24.45 0.6308 0.4186 0.7163
Wan et al. [35] 70.21 23.00 0.6189 0.4778 0.8018

PULSE [29] 67.75 21.61 0.6287 0.4657 1.2019
GFP-GAN [37] 42.39 24.46 0.6684 0.3551 0.6034
RestoreFormer 41.45 24.42 0.6404 0.3650 0.5650

GT 43.43 ∞ 1 0 0

Table 1. Quantitative comparisons on CelebA-Test. Our Restore-
Former has better performance based on FID and IDD which indi-
cates the realness and identity preserving property of our method.
It also gets a comparable results on PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS.

4.2. Experimental Settings and Metrics

Settings. The size of the input image is 512× 512× 3 and
the size of Zd is 16×16×256. The HQ Dictionary contains
M = 1024 elements and the length of each element is 256.
The batch size is 16 and the weighting factors of the loss
function are λper = 1.0, λp = 0.25, λdisc = 1.0, λstyle =
2000, λadv = 0.8, λid = 1.5, λd = 1.0, and λc = 0.25.

During training, HQ Dictionary is trained by Adam op-
timizer [22] and the learning rate is set to 7e−5 at the be-
ginning. Then, the learning rate is decayed by 10 after 6e5

iterations. The dictionary is trained until 8e5 iterations. We
also optimize the RestoreFormer with Adam. Since Ed and
Dd in RestoreFormer are initialized by Eh and Dh for dic-
tionary learning, the learning rate of RestoreFormer is set to
7e−6 and trained by 6e4 iterations.
Metrics. Our evaluation is based on both the realness and
fidelity of the restored faces. To measure the realness, ex-
cept a widely-used non-reference metric FID [16], we also
deploy a user study for further evaluating the visual per-
formance of the restored results from the perspective of
humans. As for the facial fidelity, we adopt two pixel-
wise metrics: PSNR and SSIM and a perceptual metric:
LPIPS [43]. Since identity recognition is a more straight
and convincing approach for evaluating the fidelity of faces,
we introduce an identity distance (denoted as IDD) that is
implemented by measuring the distance of the features ex-
tracted from ArcFace [8] with angle.

4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed method on
blind face restoration, we compare its performance with
several state-of-the-art face restoration methods, including
DFDNet [24], PSFRGAN [5], Wan et al. [35], PULSE [29],
and GFP-GAN [37]. These methods cover different types
of priors, e.g. reference (DFDNet), geometric priors (PS-
FRGAN), and generative priors (Wan et al., PULSE, and
GFP-GAN).
Synthetic Dataset. We first compare our RestoreFormer
with other methods on CelebA-Test. The quantitative re-

Methods LFW-TestCelebChild-TestWebPhoto-Test

Input 137.56 144.42 170.11

DFDNet [24] 62.57 111.55 100.68
PSFRGAN [5] 53.92 106.61 84.98
Wan et al. [35] 73.19 115.70 100.40

PULSE [29] 64.86 102.74 86.45
GFP-GAN [37] 49.96 111.78 87.35
RestoreFormer 47.75 101.22 77.33

Table 2. Quantitative comparisons on three real-world dataset in
terms of FID. RestoreFormer performs the best.

LFW-Test WebPhoto-Test

Methods RestoreFormer

DFDNet [24] 15.41%/84.59%28.78%/71.22%
PSFRGAN [5] 9.96%/90.04% 20.90%/79.10%
GFP-GAN [37] 9.89%/90.11% 10.40%/89.60%

Table 3. User study results on LFW-Test and WebPhoto-Test.
For “a/b”, a is the percentage where the compared method is con-
sidered better than our RestoreFormer, and b is the percentage
where our RestoreFormer is considered better than the compared
method.

sults of each method are shown in Table 1. Our Restore-
Former has a better performance based on FID and IDD
which indicates its restored faces are closer to the real face
and have a more similar identity with their ground truth at
the same time. It also has comparable results on the pixel-
wise and perceptual metrics: PSNR, SSIM, and LPIPS, al-
though they have been proven not that consistent with the
subjective evaluation of human beings [1, 23]. As to the
visual results, PULSE [29] can generate visually pleasant
results in Figure 4. However, it cannot preserve the hu-
man identity compared with RestoreFormer. Even though
the left eyebrow and eyeglasses can be detected by DFD-
Net [24] and GFP-GAN [37] in the first and second row
(blue box) of Figure 4, they are only partially reconstructed.
This may be because only local information is considered
when fusing degraded information and priors. With the help
of MHCA, RestoreFormer can reconstruct the eyebrow and
eyeglasses better in Figure 4. Eyeglasses also cannot be
restored by PSFGAN [5] in Figure 4. This is because its es-
timated heatmap (upper-right corner of PSFGAN [5]), from
the degraded input, is inaccurate.
Real-world Datasets. We also apply our RestoreFormer
on three real-world datasets: LFW-Test, CelebChild-Test,
and WebPhoto-Test for evaluating the generalization of the
proposed method. Their quantitative results are shown in
Table. 2. Due to the reconstruction-oriented HQ Dictio-
nary and powerful MHCA fusion block, our method per-
forms better in all three real-world datasets based on FID.
The visual results of the three real-world datasets shown in
Figure 5 also show that RestoreFormer can also robustly
restore faces with more details, fewer artifacts, and keep
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Input DFDNet [24] PULSE [29], PSFRGAN [5] GFP-GAN [37] RestoreFormer GT
Figure 4. Qualitative comparison on the CelebA-Test. The results of our RestoreFormer have a more realistic overview and contain more
details in eyes, mouth, and hair. Zoom in for a better view and more results are shown in supplementary materials.

Input DFDNet [24] Wan et al. [35] PULSE [29], PSFRGAN [5] GFP-GAN [37] RestoreFormer
Figure 5. Qualitative comparison on the three real-world datasets: LFW-Test, CelebChild-Test, and WebPhoto-Test (from top to down,
respectively). Zoom in for a better view and more results are shown in supplementary materials.

identity simultaneous relative to existing arts. Compare to
the results of Wan et al. [35] and PULSE [29], which are
based on generative priors without considering the identity
information in the degraded faces, the results from Restore-
Former look more similar to the input. Besides, since the
MHCA in RestoreFormer can utilize contextual informa-
tion, the eyes of the third row in Figure 5 look more visually
pleasant than [5, 24, 37].

To further evaluate the visual quality, we recruit 100 vol-
unteers for a user study on 200 samples randomly selected
from LFW-Test and WebPhoto-Test (each dataset provides
100 samples). We conduct pair-wise comparisons between
RestoreFormer and three lately state-of-the-art methods:
DFDNet [24], PSFRGAN [5], and GFP-GAN [37]. As
shown in Table. 3, our RestoreFormer performs better than
other methods with a higher percentage.

4.4. Ablation Study
According to the analysis above, RestoreFormer has sev-

eral merits. First of all, the spatial attention mechanism is
used to utilize the abundant contextual information in face
images for restoration. In addition, the proposed method
can properly utilize the identity information from the de-
graded face and high-quality facial details from priors. At
last, Dictionary used in RestoreFormer is reconstruction-
oriented other than the recognition-oriented one used in
[24]. The above factors will be discussed in the following
subsections and these networks1 are trained by exactly the
same settings as to RestoreFormer.
Spatial attention. In this subsection, variants of Restore-
Former without and with attention mechanism are com-
pared. Both exp1 and exp2 in Table 4 only use degraded

1Please see the supplemental materials for the detailed structures for
these networks.
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(a) input (b) SFT (c) RestoreFormer (d) attention map (e) attention map (f)input (g) degraded+MHSA (h) prior+MHSA (i) RestoreFormer (j) GT

Figure 6. Ablation studies. (c) is the restored face of (a) by RestoreFormer. (b) replaces the MHCA with SFT to validate the effectiveness
of the facial contextual information. (d) and (e) are two attention maps for the left eye in RestoreFormer. (f) to (j) are to validate
the effectiveness of fusing the information from degraded image and prior. (g) and (h) use self-attention, i.e. MHSA, to process either
degraded information from the input or prior information from HQ Dictionary. While our RestoreFormer can utilize these two sources of
information to restore a face (i) that looks more visually pleasant than (g) and more similar to the ground truth (j) than (h). Please see the
text for more details.

images in the network. By using self-attention and explor-
ing contextual information, exp2 with MHSA has lower
FID and IDD than exp1 which directly uses the features ex-
tracted from the degraded image. This conclusion is also
valid when the networks consider information from both
degraded image and dictionary prior in exp4 and Restore-
Former in Table 4. In exp4, MHCA is replaced by SFT
in RestoreFormer to locally fuse the information. Without
considering the global contextual information, the left eye
seems strange in Figure 6 (b). As shown in Figure 6 (d)
and (e), the multi-head attention maps of the left eye region
have more weights for both two eyes in the RestoreFormer
with MHCA. This means RestoreFormer with MHCA uti-
lizes the information from both eyes to restore the left one
and generates a more visually pleasant result in Figure 6 (c).

Degraded information and Prior. This subsection anal-
yses the effect of degraded information from input images
and priors from the HQ Dictionary. Similar to existing ViT
methods which use self-attention(MHSA), all the query,
key and value are either from features of degraded images
(exp2) or priors (exp3) in Table 4. It shows that exp2 has
a better average IDD score for keeping the identity of the
faces and exp3 has a better average FID score for the re-
alness of the results. By utilizing cross-attention (MHCA)
in RestoreFormer to fuse these two sources of information,
RestoreFormer is better than exp2 and exp3 for both IDD
and FID. As to the visual result, Figure 6 (g) shows that ‘de-
graded+MHSA’ (exp2) can restore a face that looks more
like the ground truth. However, its result contains fewer de-
tails relative to RestoreFormer in Figure 6 (i) which makes
the face visually less pleasant. Even though the details in
‘prior+MHSA’ (exp3) look more natural in Figure 6 (h), the
generated face looks like a different person relative to the
ground truth, especially for the mouth. By fusing the infor-
mation from degraded image and prior, RestoreFormer can
restore face with more real details as well as maintaining
identity shown in Figure 6 (i). According to Figure 2 (b)
and Eq. 6, there is a skip connection between the attended
feature Zmh and prior Zp in the RestoreFormer. This is be-
cause we experimentally find it performs better than adding
Zmh with the feature from degraded input Zd denoted as
exp5 in Table 4.

Reconstruction-oriented v.s. Recognition-oriented. To

sources methods metrics

No. of exp. degraded prior none MHSA SFT MHCA-D MHCA-P FID↓ IDD↓
exp1 ✓ ✓ 50.68 0.6401
exp2 ✓ ✓ 47.39 0.6284
exp3 ✓ ✓ 45.83 0.7662
exp4 ✓ ✓ ✓ 41.47 0.6702
exp5 ✓ ✓ ✓ 42.00 0.5938
Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ 41.45 0.5650

Table 4. Quantitative results of ablation studies on CelebA-Test.
‘degraded’ and ‘prior’ mean fusion information from degraded in-
put and HQ Dictionary, respectively. ‘none’ and ‘MHSA’ mean
the network uses either ‘degraded’ or ‘prior’ information with-
out or with using self-attention mechanism, respectively. ‘SFT’,
‘MHCA-D’ and ‘MHCA-P’ use both ‘degraded’ and ‘prior’ infor-
mation. ‘SFT’ uses SFT to fuse the information while ‘MHCA-D’
and ‘MHCA-P’ use multi-head cross attention. The difference be-
tween ‘MHCA-D’ and ‘MHCA-P’ is ‘MHCA-D’ fuses Zmh with
Zd but ‘MHCA-P’ fuses Zmh with Zp. The proposed Restore-
Former integrated with ‘MHCA-P’ performs the best relative to
other variants.

evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed reconstruction-
oriented HQ Dictionary, we replace the encoder Ed and Eh

with a well-trained VGG [33] which is used in [24] for face
restoration and get a recognition-oriented HQ Dictionary in
Restoreformer. When training this Restoreformer, the en-
coder is initialized by VGG and fixed similar to [24]. The
experimental results in CelebA-Test show that the average
FID and IDD of this Restoreformer variant are 61.43 and
1.1401 which are worse than the proposed one according
to Table 4. And this demonstrates the effectiveness of the
reconstruction-oriented dictionary.

5. Conclusion

This paper aims for blind face restoration with a Restore-
Former, which explores fully-spacial attentions to model
contextual information with a multi-head cross-attention
layer to learn spatial interaction between corrupted queries
and high-quality key-value pairs. Especially, the high-
quality key-value pairs are sampled from a reconstruction-
oriented dictionary, whose elements are rich in high-quality
facial features specifically aimed for face reconstruction.
Extensive comparisons with state-of-the-art methods on
several datasets demonstrate the superior capability of the
proposed RestoreFormer.
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